Festival Dani u Vali - Days in the bay

Stari Grad • Island of Hvar • September 8 – 11 2016
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2400th anniversary
of the foundation
of Stari Grad

General media sponsor

Dear sea and boat lovers,
2400 years have passed since the foundation of the
Greek polis Faros in 384 BC untill today’s modern Stari
Grad – and generations of its citizens as well as numerous historical events since ancient times untill today
have given a unique patina to the oldest Croatian town.
As the mayor of Stari Grad, I have the exceptional honour and joy to welcome, in the name of all my fellow
citizens and all inhabitants of the Island of Hvar as well
as in my personal name, and to support from the depth
of my heart the celebration of the millennium anniversary which will take place in September 2016.
Within the scope of celebrating the 2400th anniversary of foundation and as a sign of lasting memory, the
City of Stari Grad is using this opportunity to establish
and found the maritime Festival ‘Days in the Bay’ – Stari
Grad, which will take place from the 8th untill 11th September 2016 in the maritime zone of the Stari Grad bay
(Vala), the largest bay on the island of Hvar – one of the
ten most beautiful islands in the world.

Dear sea lovers, WE ARE INVITING YOU to participate
with your boats and crews in this joint, grand and unique
anniversary! In addition to the specially designed entertaining and competitive sailing programme, expert
symposiums and cultural happenings, entertainment
programmes and the presentation of Croatian maritime culture, during the Festival Stari Grad will be in the
centre of attention of Croatian and European maritime
experts and lovers of the sea and boats.
In addition to the exceptionally favourable conditions
for participation, we shall endeavour to be the best
hosts possible for you and we shall use every opportunity to secure a professional organization and show you
our traditional joy of hospitality.
We are inviting you to join us at the PARTY and we are
looking forward to your arrival and our get-together at
the Festival ‘Days in the bay’ – Stari Grad 2016.
CITY OF STARI GRAD
Mayor
							
dipl. iur. Vinko Maroević

Four days of sailing in Stari Grad bay and Hvar
maritime zone

Festival ‘Days in the Bay’ – Stari Grad 2016
8 – 11 September 2016
The idea and conceptual basis of the Festival is the
protection, safeguarding and promotion of maritime
tradition of sailors and captains from Stari Grad as
a pledge for the future of new generations and initiating an especially attractive maritime, cultural and
tourist manifestation.

The festival programme at the sea is designed as a sort
of invitation to all lovers of traditional sailing to introduce,
together with their crews and boats, the tradition of the
region of their origin as well as their knowledge of maritime skills to the festival audience, the guests and the
media. During the Festival days, the bay Vala will be the
stage for numerous Adriatic beauties: traditional boats
batane, trupe, lađe, gucevi, pasare, gajete, leuti, falkuše,
parance, and they will be joined by other types of traditional Mediterranean boats.
A special festival attraction will be the night boat
parade with traditional boats and classical wooden
sailboats, wooden family cruisers from the 50s and
the 60s and modern boats and sailboats present in
the Vala bay.

Socializing and exchanging experiences

The boats’ crews are mostly amateur sailors who are visiting the Festival with the goal of socializing, making new
acquaintances, exchanging experiences and genuine
maritime traditions and sailing in the magnificent Stari
Grad bay – Vala.
The experience will be complete with the participation of boats from fraternal associations from
other European countries, who also received an invitation to participate at the grand party.

Competitive regattas

On the third day of the Festival competitive regattas of
traditional wooden boats categorized in classes, wooden
sailboats and classical family cruisers will take place. The
regatta field will be stipulated within the maritime zone
of Stari Grad bay Vala in accordance with the categories of boats. Applications for the competitions will be
accepted from August 1st until September 10th 2016 at
the address: regata@cronaves.com or in the office of the
Organizer at the sea promenade for the duration of the
Festival.
The regatta winners will receive their awards on
September 10th in the evening at the main festival
stage. In addition to the awards, the winners will
also receive special gifts from festival sponsors.

Cultural-musical and advertising programmes

In addition to the programmes organized at the sea,
various cultural programmes will also be organized in
the city for the duration of the festival. Concerts will be
organized on the central stage during evening hours.
‘Days in the bay’ are the perfect opportunity for all-day
introduction and advertisement of cultural creations of
societies and associations from the island of Hvar.
On the stands and in tents positioned on the sea promenade Stara riva traditional Mediterranean products and
delicacies will be presented and offered and the restaurants in Stari Grad will offer abundant menus with island culinary specialties as well as world-famous wines
originating from the island Hvar.

Roundtable discussions – public forums

In addition to topics relating to national maritime heritage, also planned are lectures of renowned domestic and
foreign scientists on cultural, sociological, economic and
general social importance of national maritime heritage.
Representatives of shipping associations will participate
at roundtable discussions and have the opportunity
to express their views and proposals regarding the
renovation and reaffirming of the almost extinct
maritime crafts, and especially the nearly extinct
traditional wooden shipbuilding.Special attention will be
given to the discussion on the present Croatian nautical
tourism where eminent tourist experts will express their
thoughts and standpoints.

Stari Grad

			

At the bottom of the five miles deep bay of
breath-taking beauty, called Vala by the local natives, Greeks from the island Paros in the Aegean
Sea founded a city in 384 BC and named it Faros.
The name of that Aristotle’s peer has changed several times during the past millennia and in 1331
the Croatian Statute is quoting it as Stari Grad for
the first time. On the other hand, its inhabitants
are calling it Stori Grad or, affectionately, Pajiz.
Stari Grad was built on a location where the bay is turning into the biggest fertile field on the island, an Arcadian
valley planted with vineyards and olive groves since as far
back as ancient times. Surrounded by pine woods and
cooled with the summer wind mistral, Stari Grad is one
of the few Dalmatian towns with refreshing air during hot
summer days and invigorating dreams during nights. Due
to its central position on the island Hvar, since its foundation it was a shelter for sailors who were persistently
developing maritime professions and crafts during many
centuries and also connected their homeland with near
and distant cultural centres. The centuries old tradition
of welcoming sailors at the sea promenade (Riva) is still
present today through expressing a warm welcome to
yachtsmen for whom the Stari Grad bay Vala is almost always an unavoidable stopping point when they are sailing
across the Adriatic Sea.

Plain itself has more than hundred archaeological localities.
• Tvrdalj, the castle of Petar Hektorović (1487 – 1572), with
its fish pond and dovecote, is the most famous building
and monument in Stari Grad. Tvrdalj is also Hektorović’s
stone book in which this renaissance poet carved more
than twenty inscriptions in Latin, Italian and Croatian language. His personal life motto, written in Italian, reads:
„Fede e realtà o quanto e bella!” – „Oh how wonderful are
faith and reality!”

Due to its long and extraordinary history,
Stari Grad is also a significant Croatian cultural attraction.
• The agricultural landscape (dividing up of land) of the
Stari Grad Plain is a masterpiece of Greek culture on the
Mediterranean and in 1993 this biggest insular fertile plain
in the Adriatic region was protected as an archaeological
zone and it is registered as a cultural landscape in the
Register of Cultural Property of the Republic of Croatia.
In 2008 Stari Grad Plain was inscribed on the UNESCO
World Heritage List as an outstanding universal value.
• The area of Stari Grad is inhabited since prehistoric times
and therefore it is not uncommon to find proofs of life
of its ancient inhabitants literally at every turn. Stari Grad

• Stari Grad is abundant with religious architecture (parish
church St. Stephen, church of St. Peter with the Dominican
monastery, church of the patron saint of sailors St Nicholas) and famous buildings of profane architecture (castle
Tvrdalj, baroque square Škor, palace Biankini and other).

Festival Programme

Festival „Days in the bay” – Stari Grad 2016
ff Thursday, 08.09.2016
•
•
•
•

ff Saturday, 10.09.2015

SEA PROMENADE (RIVA)

Arrival of boats, mooring in accordance with schedule
Festival village opening
Festival maritime museum opening
Evening programme on the central stage

FESTIVAL CAFÉ

• Meeting with the crews – introduction, agreement
• Crews night (23:00 – 01:00)

CITY HALL (ground floor)

• Accreditation of crews and guests
• Distribution of promotional material and festival programme and accommodation of participants

ff Friday, 09.09.2016
BAY

• Small boats parade and sailing in the bay in accordance
with the defined maritime programme
• Evening boats parade

SEA PROMENADE (RIVA)

• Croatian Municipal Band Stari Grad – promenade performance
• Festival opening ceremony on the central stage
• Children workshop
• Special programme and introduction of participants in
the festival village
• TV and radio live reports from the festival studio
• Evening programme on the central stage

SCHOOL BOAT ‘SEA QUEEN’

• Grand reception for invited guests and journalists

TOWN LIBRARY

8 – 11 September 2016
BAY

• Traditional boats regatta – competition in categories:
boats leut, gajeta, pasara, falkuša, other traditional
boats
• Classical wooden sailboats und wooden family cruisers
regatta
• Grand final parade of all participants with start at the
entry in the bay

SEA PROMENADE (RIVA)

• Children workshop
• TV and radio live reports from the festival studio
• Festival maritime museum: Lectures on preserving Croatian maritime culture and heritage
• Croatian Municipal Band Stari Grad – promenade performance
• Evening programme on the central stage
• Grand closing ceremony with distribution of prizes
• Sailors night – Party at the new sea promenade (Riva)

FESTIVAL CAFÉ

• Crews night (23:00 – 01:00)

ff Sunday, 11.09.2016
SEA PROMENADE (RIVA)

• Special programme and introduction of participants in
the festival village
• Departure (during the day return of boats to home
ports)

TOWN LIBRARY

• Round table: Association of service providers on boats
at the Croatian Chamber of Commerce (charter)

• Round table: Croatian maritime heritage

FESTIVAL CAFÉ

• Crews night (23:00 – 01:00)
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